URBEST Retreat and Career Workshop (Register To Attend)

**Morning Session**
8:30 am – 12:30 pm Randy Ribaudo of SciPhD will lead a Career Workshop on Strategic Project Management for Scientists and Developing Your People.

12:30 – 1:00 pm Lunch

**Afternoon Session**
1:00 - 3:00 pm Topic Talks (~15 minutes each)
- Avery August, Professor and Chair of Microbiology and Immunology at Cornell, *You Want a Faculty Position: Now What?*
- Elisa Konieczko, Professor of Biology at Gannon University
- Life at a Primarily Undergraduate Institution: Teaching, Service, Research, and Hard Money
- Alex Thome (UR15), AAAS Science and Technology Policy Fellow at Department of Defense, *How Scientists (that’s you) Will Shape Policy*
- Michael Baranello (UR15), Alexion Pharmaceuticals Inc. Postdoc; Academic and Industry Research: Similar Yet Different
- Sheila Bello-Irizarry (UR15), Product Development Associate at Rho Pharmaceuticals; *The Regulatory Edge*
- Ana Goyos (UR10), Scientist at Amgen; *Basic Research Does Exist in Industry*

**Networking**
3:00 – 4:00 pm Ice Cream Truck

**Round Table Discussion**
4:00 – 5:00 pm Two Sessions of Discussion Tables. Select two favorite speakers. 10 attendees max/table. Sign up to attend.

Registration link will be available August 15